DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health; Final Effect of Designation of a Class of Employees for Addition to the Special Exposure Cohort

AGENCY: National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).

ACTION: Notice.

SUMMARY: HHS gives notice concerning the final effect of the HHS decision to designate a class of employees from the A.P. Moller-Maersk A/S and A.P. Moller-Maersk A/S and Horizon Lines Ltd. Space Charter Agreement.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health; Final Effect of Designation of a Class of Employees for Addition to the Special Exposure Cohort

AGENCY: National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).

ACTION: Notice.

SUMMARY: HHS gives notice concerning the final effect of the HHS decision to designate a class of employees from Hainan PO Shipping Co., Ltd. and T.S Lines Ltd. Slot Charter Agreement.

Washington, DC 20573, within ten days of the date this notice appears in the Federal Register. A copy of the agreement is available through the Commission’s Web site (http://www.fmc.gov) or by contacting the Office of Agreements at (202)-523–5793 or tradeanalysis@fmc.gov.

Agreement No.: 011426–049.

Title: West Coast of South America Discussion Agreement.


Synopsis: The amendment updates APL’s corporate address.

Agreement No.: 012086–001.

Title: Maersk Line/Horizon Lines Space Charter Agreement.

Parties: A.P. Moller-Maersk A/S and Horizon Lines, LLC.

Filing Party: Matthew Thomas, Esq.; Reed Smith LLP; 1301 K Street, NW., Suite 1100–East Tower; Washington, DC 20005.

Synopsis: The amendment deletes authority for Maersk to charter space from Horizon in the trade lane from Hawai’i to China/Taiwan after November 24, 2010.

Agreement No.: 012111.

Title: Hainan PO Shipping Co., Ltd. and T.S Lines Ltd. Slot Charter Agreement.

Parties: Hainan PO Shipping Co., Ltd. and T.S Lines Ltd.

Filing Party: Neal M. Mayer, Esq.; Hoppel, Mayer & Coleman; 1050 Connecticut Avenue, NW., Tenth Floor; Washington, DC 20036

Synopsis: The agreement authorizes the parties to provide space to each other on an “as needed/as available” basis in the trade between the U.S. Pacific Coast and China.

Dated: November 24, 2010.

By Order of the Federal Maritime Commission.

Karen V. Gregory,
Secretary.
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John Howard,
Director, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.
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John Howard,
Director, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.
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